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IHEABRODYNAIIICS OP A SLIGHTLY YATONG SUPERSONIC CONE* 

Abstract 

The flow around a cone moving at high velocity at a small yaw 
is worked out mathematically. The problem is reduced to a form 
suitable for computation, and the theory is checked by comparing., 
its predictions about the shape and yaw of the shock T/ave with ex- 
periment. It is applied to determine the head contribution to the 
normal-force coefficient and center of pressure of a oonioal-headed 
projoctilo; in flight.  . 

•.r 

1.   Introduction 

The aerodynamic problem of the flow around a cone moving without, yaw at 

supersonic speeds through air has boon worked put by Taylor and MaccoU,-/ 

and the results hayo proved usoful in evaluating the head drag on conical- 

headed projcctilos, in calibrating ballistic measurements, and so forth.    Tho 

object of tho present report is to oxtond.tho theory to covor tho caso in 

which the cone is moving with a small yaw, and to apply the theory to evalu- 

ate the normal-force coefficient and Center of pressure on the conical head 
of a projectile, and to locate the shock wave. 

2/    ' This problem has been considered by Karush and Critchfield,-' and the 
present report may be regarded as a continuation of their work.    The main  . 

3/ difference is that a simplifying assumption made by Karush and Critchfield,-' 

which led to a final, equation not well adapted to numerical solution, is 

abandoned.   It .is remarkable that this abandonment actually leads to a simpler 
final equation. ... 

Grateful acknowledgments are due to Col. L. IS. Simon and to tho Ballls- - 
tic Research Laboratory of the Aberdeon Proving Ground for their cooperation. 

1/   G. I. Taylor and J. W. Ifcccoll, Proc. Roy. Soc. A 139 (1933), pp. 
278-311; J. W. Ifcccoll, Proc. Roy. Soc. A 159 (1937), pp. Ii59-*»72..  See also 
IT. Karush and C. L. Critchfield, The drag coefficient for a cone moving with 
nidi velocity, HDRC Rep.>rt A-126 (ÖSR6-1TÖ1*), bee. 1%2. [ 

2/ 17. Karush and C. L. Critchfield, Tho prossuro on a cone moving with . 
small yaw at high velocity. NDRC Report A-260 (Ö3HB-3357). Tola report wIlT , 
bo referred to as tk.C.J. 

3/   Tho constancy of 4 ÜK.C.J, p. 8). 

- 1 - R1STRICT.I0 
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Under reasonable physical assumptions, the problem is hero reduced to 

the solution of an ordinary linear differential aquation of. the second 

order, with simple boundary conditionsV   The solution has been computed in 

one case by-the- Ballistic.Rasqärch Laboratory of-the :Abordpon, rProying 

Ground. ,' (Tabulation of -the -s olution- by mechanical &oans is .planned ..by: tho 

Navy Department;.) • Tho-ihepry. is chocked against'foxpö3pimont, ;.'$n the edso 
which has" boon'öomputcä'i by comparing its, predictions.-about-tho-geometrical 

form of the shock viavo Tdth measurements (likowiso supplied.by "the" Ballis- 

tic Rosoarch Laboratory) of spark photographs of conical-headed projoctilos. . 

For this reason, the shapo of the shock wavo has not boon postulated a.- priori 

(cxccplHLnebfar as it is assumed to bo closo to its nonyaw position).""  It is 

shoiTn theoretically that the Shook wave -will remain a circular cone,' and 

that its seniiangle   5lsunchanged .'from-.its nbnyaw value (denoted by1 G^Jj and 
the ratio of its-"yr.w" ' 6 W- to;-the yaw. c.  of the; conical projectile is 

evaluated.    The experimental confirmation, seems satisfactory. 

The theory is then applied =fcb estimate- approximately the normal-force 

coefficient and tho coritor of pressürb for a :conical-hpadod. projectile, in- 

sofar as tho head forco is Concerned.- This variables rougher estimates to be 

given for the total hormal«j£orce -coefficient,, and for the total center of 

pressure, and should indicate.'how; the normal forco and center of pressure 
on a conical-hoaded projeotlle may be expected,to vary vdth varying speeds 

and cone, angles.   It should bo observed that. the. drag, on thö "yawing cone 

will bo unaltered from its :npnyaw valuo, since tho squarq of tho yaw" is nog- 

loctod throughout.   Moroovor, tho formula for tho contor of (hoad) prbssuro 

will be ldontical with -that in [K...C,],..since it doponds onlyon tho general 

.'fork of tho pr'ossuro'. function:;    ,-;.-.- 

Filially;, a brief discussion is mädb'of the mathematically rovoalod' pos- 

sibility that for oortain oxceptipnai ccmbinations of Ifr.ch number and cono 
angle, tho~8olntion'4nay-not bo, uniquo,   It id shown that this may affect tho 

'     •••'•      •.;      •:!'•': 

shape of'tho shock -navo, but not tho forcos on tho cono. 

———————^—•»'    ii  .." ". V-'i". •'   I" •—*—*"—T"?—'m~nmm*^?*—"*—T—*—wm•——^**^*—"—**—— 

jj/   That is, 6 is tho anglo botwon iho'axis of symaotry of tho shook 
wavo and tho diroction of notion of tho cono.  " 
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An attempt has boon raado to koop tho physical assumptions fow and safo. 

The main assumptions are: . • 

(i)    The JJach. number U/aj is. largo enough, and the cono semiangle Q   is 

small enough, .for the nonyaw. oase to give rise to a conical shock, wave 

attached to the cone at the vertex.    (This amounts to requiring U/'tti to be 

somewhat larger than 1, and 0S .to be less than £6°j the exact limits have 

been calculated by Taylor and Maccoll.) 

(ii) The yr.w'c is small enough for e2 to •b® disregarded throughout. 
(Roughly speaking, this -will amount to requiring: that e.be..not much..larger  ,. 

than 5°.)   '""• .••;•'•'-: 

(iii) Tho flow rolr.tivo to the cone is stoady.    (This, implies that the 
velocity of the cone, and the magnitude and diroction of its yaw, can change 

only relatively slowly.) 

(iv) Tho flow is indopendont of tho distanco r from tho vertex of the 

cone.'   (That is, the air velocity, pressure, and so forth, will bo the same 

for any two points on tho same ray through the vortex.)- 

(v) Tho flow is adiabatic, as far as ohch air particle is concerned^ 
though not isontropic.    (That is, tho entropy will bo constant —except for 

a jump at the shock wave — for each air particle, but will in general vary 

from particle to particle.     This amounts to neglecting the effoots of vis- 

cosity and heat conduction in the flow between the shock wave and the cone.) 

(vi) Tho air bohaves- like a perfect (nonviscous) fluid and an ideal 
(polytropic) gas.    (In particular, the standard Bugoniot-Rankino-lfeyer con- 

ditions aro oboyod at tho shock wave.)       v  - 

Assumptions (i), (ili), (iv), and (vi)   wore used very successfully.in v 
tho nonyaw caso by Tajrlor and Ifcccollj of COUTSQ, in the nonyaw caso assump- 

tion (ii) is trivial, and (v) can bo simplified, since thoro will be ison- 

tropy.    There is also some direct experimental ovidonco in favor of assump- 

tion (iv).    Tho accuracy of the HhQmodynaraical" part of tho shock-wavo con- 

ditions involvod in assumption (vi),  is not. important! this is ossontially 

bocauso tho variation in ontropy turns out-to bo-vory small.   It should bo 

obsorvod that tho flDw will not bo irrotational. 

RESTRICTED 
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2.    Geometrical, discussion 

The geometrical considerations are essentially the same as in [K.C.]., 

The motion will be considered, relative to the cone.    Thus a stream Of air, 

originally of uniform..velocity U, pressure pj,and density plt encounters ^a '   •: 

stationary shock nave, and then flows on past the cone (soo Fig. 1). -f 

flfe use spherical coordinates (r,9,jrf), with origin at the vertex of thp ' 

cone, and axis (9s 0) in tho direction of motion of the undisturbed air... 

The plane f£ = 0 .is "chosen to bo the plane of yawj thus -the axis of tho cone 

Td.ll have the equation j© *=f, "/• 0|..   (See Jig. 2.)   "It is7understoodrthftt^r* 
r •% Of 0< 9 5 n,-and 0 <-p <2'rr. :'-^.''V.,  •'v,;''"'     •-""••',: 

Tho somiangle.of the cone is denoted by 0S-    To find ^o equation of the 
cone surface (see, Fig., Z), no .observe that if A is the point (1,e,0) on the 

cono axis, the point P -with coordinates (r,9,#)lies on thd cone (that is, on 

tho cone surface) if and only if the inner vector product w * 0A*|0P| «|QA.|cos9s 

Now, using temporarily tlio rectangular coordinate (1,2/3) indicated in Fig. 2, 
OP is (r cos9, r sin ©cos /, r sin ©«in/), and OA is (coe e, sin,«,0).     ••   ,... 

Thus the.equation of the cono reduces to 

r cos 9 cos e + r. sin 9 sin c cos £ " r cos' 9g. ^_i 

Here c is smallj so, disrogardinge-j wo may write, COS e.B 1." cos (s.cosji) 

and sin t cos /• c os. f> * s-in(c ,cqs f)\ and thp. oquafcifln- bocenws     ... 

cos 9 oos(c cos jf) •* sind strife öösffO1bobs'^f  .. • 

that is, ••:••..-   U. <--•• .• v;        • ••::••.'•'/•.••:•••: .;•   .'.•;.••'• 

which is eq^Lyalsnt to 

the equation of'the cone. 

COBi(9"- « cosy) • cos 9_, 
9 

# *9a (•.coos jf, 

...fifj (•,;!_. .' 

(1) 

Concerning the shock wave,, we assume that on it 9 is an analytic func- 

tion^ of fit depending continuously on cj it is, of course, independent of r 

$/   The assumption of analytiöity isunnecessarily strong, but is node 
in order to avoid discussions of ccnrwfginoe, tern-by-term differentiability, 
and so forth* - 

j 
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since the whole flow is so,   TJhen 6" 0, me are in the nonyaw case and 9 has 

the constant value 9W on the shook wave.   Hence, if * .is small, we have 

0»QjT+f, where f is a' small function of i and t only.    (The quantities 9S, 

U, alt on whioh the motion also depends, will be.regarded as constant through- 

out.)   Since f is now ah analytic function of fi, and moreover is periodic 

with period 2tr, f can be expanded in a Fourier series t 

f " *ö 
+ Z- (*n cos n^ + K siiW). 

n-i  ,   .. ..     '•".... ~ _ -.»»^•w:»-»*^»*-•*"---•-•"*••- 

"Thus/ Introducing A^- 0 for convenience! .the ^uaj&ojk,afc,,the,ahoek •m1torb&*~i:mm^^ 
-ttoniif--*-^ ':*1"""" --•••••• 

op 
9 " ^ * 21 K c08 n^ * ^ sin n^)» Ö) 

*    n-o 

where o^ and A     are constants (that is, are independent of r, 9, /^), and 
. are small if £ is small. 

Since the function 9 in Eq.  (2) is assumed to bo analytic, it will be 

legitimate to differentiate the series term^y^term with respect to fa and 

similar differentiations, for similar reasons, will be made in what follows 
without further comment. 

Considerations of symmetry immediately suggest that A1*A2 • ... " Oj 

however, we shall retain those terms for the present, as it is not assumed 

that the solution is unique.   La tor it will bo shown that A^O in general, 
and also that o^'Oif n^l, 

For later use wo shr.ll need to know, for oach point of tho shock-wave 

surface, a vector normal to the surface, and two perpondicular.tangent vec-r 
tors.   A normal.vector to tho shock-wove surfaoo ct (r,9,/) is, by Sq. (2), 

sl9 - eT7 " £<«n C0B ** * *n«****)\> 

whore 

1   d 1 
& " (&*  r-fc*  rmre &) 
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In spherical coordinates.-'    Simplifying this, and multiplying it by r, a nor- 

mal vector n is found to bo " 

n 0,1, cso 9« v^UjjSinn^- ^ cos n4) (3) 

A vector perpendicular to this, which is therefore a tangent vector, is 

ti - (1,0, 0)| , /•  - (U) 

and a perpendicular tangent vector is then 

t2 " tx x n=p, -esc ©^"Hi sinn^"^ cos n^)> 1|« (5) 

••**lF!**f~7*+m«m»** 

r;~ 

•t 

cone.    Now, Eq.  (2) specializes to Eq.  (1) if ©w isreplaced by ©s, o^ is r©~ 
placed by e, and all the other oJs.and A's are taken to be zero.    Making the 
same replacements in I2qs.  (3),  (U)# and (5), wo obtain- 

n = (0,1, e esc © sin y0>     ti" (1, 0, 0),    . t, • (0, -. € esc Ö sin it 1) (6) 

as, respectively, normal and perpendicular tangont vectors to the cone surface 
at the point (r,6,^). 

3.    The difforontir.l equations 

Let (u,v,w) bo the components of the air velocity in the directions of 
increasing r, ©, e7, at the point (r,0,^) botwoon the cone and the shock rave}, 
and let p and p donoto the pressure and density thoro. - We are assuming that 
the effects of viscosity can be neglected (in tho florr between the shook nave 
and the cone)j thus tho oquations of motion are, as in.[K.C..]trf. 

' tt *i + 2 |u +   ,   y      gu + 1 d£ _ i   (ve ; jt) - 0 
dr     r 3e     r sin © dfi    f> Sr     r    v " '       ' 

av + v 3V 
Or     r 3©" (7) 

,   1 

w -jf,"V 

6/   By tho components of a vector function of a point P, in spherical co- 
ordinates, ire moan the components of the vector in tho directions of.increas- 
ing r, ©, and i at P. 

7/   For tho dorivction of thoso equations soo "Report of the Coatoittoe on 
Hydrodynamics," National Rosearch Council, Tfcshington (1932), p. 267.   This 
derivation assumes incompressibility, but actually applies to the presont case 
also. 

\ 
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And theAiq    ;ion of .continuity is "•—• 

£ ^>r*u sin 9) + ^ 0>rv ain 6)  + ^ (/»rvr) > 0. (8) 

There ig also an equation of state, which will be discussed later. 

In thenonyaw case (that is, assuming e -0), Taylor and Iiaocoll-' have 

obtained a solution, vrfiichjue shall assume to be unique,.   Using barred \ 

letters u,' v, and so forth, to refer tp the nonyaw case, and primes tP de- ., ¥ 

note differentiation tdth: respect to 0, Wiummtri'Be thoir solution, briefly,    r 

for convenience. ' 

In the nonyair oasp, üV'vV-w* p, ^are'-'iSi«iBti^]'_^ö^a.|qiiBi. and w"Q.,,,,,,,, 

Further, " ''"' • .. _ - 

..:     r • , '   V   "  U1 11        - 

and ' }       (9)      . 
P»/3"=-u»(u   + u'»)i     -'• T;J';i 

oxpress.ing the oquations of motion,-/and ••••'- 

Ü*1« + [cot Q + (ln^)»]ü' +2ü   "0, (10). 

expressing the equation of continuity.   Moreover, .thp -flow is adiabatic, and • I 

hence isontropicj so „ «• 

p/o? • constant,-      v\    >„':' '    (ll) 

whore >, the ratio of sppcJ.fic. heats,, is ,taten 1xj; bo V-»kO$i ' '•' ' 

The Bernoulli equation gives     '••<••:••.:• 

i (5a + ?*) + -r-^-l • constant - i c", W 
' t.ji' ••*'..,.••- . •   •  •   -•**-••  ' 

TThoro   , „ j 

~. .' " ..'e8 -U8 +?a*/(?-1~)i  •.-•• ;   ' '"  •" 

ax boing tho velocity of sound in the undisturbed air.;. ^rote' Eq».($i), X11), 

and (12) one obtains • .. • >- ,'*'' 

(h^-f"frTgü,y.g.i»       .  ,..    .0.3) _ j 

8/  The first of tho so ocuc.tions show that tho nonyaw motion is nopps-  - f 
sarily irrotational. ;-     . ,   ;   _    . _      .:...•• * -»• «• 
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Eouations (10) and (13) combined enable ü, u1, and so fortht and the 

sendangle 0   of the shock-nave oone to be determined by step-by-step integra- 

tion once the boundary conditions are known.   These boundary conditions arei 

Wien Ö - fl8,   ü
1 - 0. 

u    "II cos 0, 
, U^ sin 9 + ^v   «0,  . 

p - pi • V/»x sin 0(v" + U sin 0), 

.u8 sin8 0 - [(y - 1)Pi + (7 * Ijpj/W 

lihen 0 V 01») 

The additional rolatdons*- 

Tiilhen 0-0 
*' ' - TTT [ ̂ •(r-lJusinO^ 

w' I (In?)1 -- y^f-jeot 0, 
(15) 

V follow easily,-' and will be useful. 

17e shall regard u, u' [ -. v], p, and p as kftoroi functions of 0 (for given 08 

and U/aj.), and 0_ as a known constant.    (These quarititioo have been tabulated 

by Taylor and Llaccollj and moro extensive tabulations have since been made.) 

One morö equation remains ~ tho equation of state.    In the nonyaw case, 

no had P/ß* a constant.   Now, however, p/pr will no longer be universally con- 

stant, sinco tho shock wave will altor tho entropy by amounts which vary with 

the anglo of incidonco, and henco with f.    But it is still postulated that the 

motion is adiabatic as rogr.rds each air pirticlo.   Sinco tho motion is steady, 
tho particle paths aro the stroamlinos, so that tho assumption eon bo temulat- 
ed esi alone a streamline, 

(16) 
P *'?• 

A stroamlino diroction is given by: 

dr „ rd© . r sin 0 dp7, 
u       v w      ' 

** 

9/  Soo ICarush and Critchfiold, The drag coofficiont for a cone moving 
idth high yolooity, liDRC Report A-126 (ÖSRMTlöU, äq. (12), for the firstof 
those equations. 
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henoe 

&m t^iijiili^ along a streamline 

• -Tu H*1 ü! ^^ H 

Here dp/dr= dp/dr*=0.    Further, w, dp/de*, Hp/H   are all small if £ is snail 

(since they are zero if c is zero), so their products nay be neglected. Thus, 

for snail c, the equation simplifies to 

1& •• lag. 06«) 

Integrating with respect to 9, we see that In p - >ln/) is independent of 
Oj and it is also independent of r, since the whole motion is.' That is, us- 
ing Sq.« (11) in the form In p - r In/» " constant, the quantity 3n(p/p)-7In{pfr) 
is independent of r and Ö.   Further, as a function of fl, it is periodic with 
period 2tr.    Thus the same argument that was used In establishing the shock* 
wave equation in Sec. 2   shows that 

co 

ln&\ - >ln/Ifir) -^j (dn cos ne* + Dn sin njrf), (1.7) 

whoro djj and Dn are constants (for fixod c) and whoro D0* 0 has been intro- 

duced for convenionco. 

Tho equations to bo satisfied (apart from the boundary conditions, which 

will bo considorod lator) cro Eos. (7), (8), and (17). 

U. Substitution 

Sinco u"ff whon €"0, tho somo arguuont as boforo shot» that 

u - ü • Z-(XJJ cos ne* * XJJ sin ne*), 
o 

whoro x,j and Xn r.ro indopQiidont of 4t °-nd also of r, and aro small if e is 
small* Thus, for fixod t, thoy aro functions of 0 only. As boforo. Xo"0 
has boon introduced for convoidonco.   ,• 
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t 

-r 

s •-... 

~. '3 

.Similar arguments apply to v, w, p, p>    Thus ive may writ« 

A 
u • ü + XjCXn ooa n^ + Xn sin nfS), 

oo 
v - v* + S(yn cos n^ + T^ sin n^), 

0 •.;"..'. 

00 

w "        2Z( - Zn 008 n** + zn sin njrf), } (18)' 
o •   .     , ••     •• 
oo 

P " p + /L0?n cos njf + HJJ sin n$, 
• •      . o 

<° " ? + Z!^n cos n^ + -n sin n^' o 

ivhere x^ Xn, yn,In, z„, Zn, *?n, Hn, $n, Xn, ace saalJLif e is small, and are 
(for_fixed €.) functions of 0 only.    Here XQ, YQ, zQ, MQ, Z^ are identically 
zero, but are introduced for convenience.    The peculiar-looking choice of sym- 
bols in the expansion of vr is 3Aketri.se for later convenience.    (It should be 
remembored that wfc0.) 

From now on it vdll be assumod that t is small onough for the products of 
any two of the quantities x„, Xn, ..., Xn, o^, ^   to be negligible.    Later it 
trill be shown that those quantities are in general all zoro oxcopt for xx, yit 
zi> *?i> £i» *i> Gnd that those are of the samo order of magnitude as t; thus 
the restriction on e amounts to requiring c2 to bo negligible. 

Now Tie substitute tho oxprossions. (18) in 3qs.. (7), (8), and (17), and 
simplify tho rosults. 

In tho first of 3qs. (7), TO noto that duyfer - 0 - «ip/Ör and that tho .terms 
vr bu/djt end va* aoo nogligiblo (boing products of small quantities).   Thus,, on 
multiplying by r, v4u/<5© - v3 " 0, and so du/djB* v.    Substituting from Bq.  (18), 

A •     .   A    ' 
S* + A, K cos njrf + xj sin n*0 * v + 2-,.(yn 

cos ^ + *n sin "^ 
o o 

Tho terms that do not -vanish idth e must caned,: slnco ü, v, and so forth, sat- 
isfy tho oquatiqaof motion rdth £ • 0.. This is, of courso, confirmed by Sq. (9\ 
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Since the remaining equation holds'identically An it ^«90»ffioi«ntB.of;..;, 
10/ 

cos n^ and of sin nj^ oan be equated.    Thus—' 

"Jf • : • ':" ••••'•''• 
>(n - 0,1,2,...)», (19a) 

te':Yt,   • • • •    ',' 
n •    n • - (....•.      •      •        - 

_In a similar may, the other equationa of Eos. (7), and Sqs.  (8) and 
(17), give - '• ;• — • 

u'yW(ü" + ü)yn+ütxn+>>^-4pp'^e ='.0, (19b) 

•*—--•"• ••- &"*£-+ (tr + ü^ eot «)zn^-niffi^sinö* Oy   -' •• """"'"':—"4t9c>- •••••• 

yi + yn[cot 9 + (InJ3")i 1 + f&^ + nan:esc * •'v(4/£)»*?0, (19d) 

together with exactly the same equations for the,&pital letters (that is, 
with XJJ replaced by Sp» J^ by; ^^and" so forth, and finally dn replaced by 
D-. throughout). 

S>.    The boundary conditions ' 

The flow must satisfy 'the"requirements that at the cone the :normal •'" 
velocity is to be zero, and at the shock wave',* the standard Rankine-Öugoniöt 
shock conditions are to bo obbyed. 

(a) At the cono. «r- From Ees.(l) and (6), the gonoral point, of the cone 
is given by 0a9s+ < cos /, and a normal vector thoro is n- (0,1, £ esc 9 sin 4). 

Thus, -when 9*9S + ceos //tho scalar- product 'of Ihb velocity with h must be 
aoro — that is, v+ewese 9 sin jrf"0, or v"0, since ewis negligible^   But 

the value of. v Tjhon &?$a* *. cos/,- is (noßJecting(c
a) ys+ (e cos ft v£j<Tihore . 

•s> •atdonoto tho values^ofv and v» whon-9"98* :j Substitution froM Eq. (18) 
gives, on. siaflifioation,   . t 

.     N yx +ev' -0, 

TJhönÖ*Ögj     yn"-a -if   n #,1/ }     (20) 
•    ...    .   :    I ^.;;-9.; .(all p)^. .. . . 

10/   The argument just givendooir hot' apply totho coofficibnto of sih(0»jrf)j 
but slnco Yo»0-X£, I3q. (19t«.) holds oven when n-0.   Similar considerations 
apply to the subsequent equations. 
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' The first of these equations can be slightly simplified on using the re- 

lations v'-u"»-2ü"at 0O, from Eqs.  (10) and 01+).    Thus 

Y/hen 9 - 0S,      yx - 2€Üg. (20<) 
'  11/ •   •'•    . *     •       •'•''     ';-    '•       •:"•••••••• 

(b) At the shod: -wave. — As in [K.Cjj-V the Rankine-Hugpniot equations 
•nhlch hold at the shock-wave surface cah be given,the form 

tangential velocity continuous, 

Pi^i "purs, _ ...     ("continuity") 

. Pa " Pi +/Oii*i(r2 - rx) - 0, ("impulse")        \   (21) 

'!'•'   .• r* -• j±^, |~i + (r-• 1)ri|i    '• :    ("energy") ' >• 

where the suffixes 1 and 2 refer to the two sides of"the shock wave (side 1 

facing the undisturbed uniform air stream),.:rx and ra are the normal veloc- 

ities, and a^is the undisturbed soufid völöcitiy"(s'o'that a*» tpx/pi). 

Now. by 3q, (2), tho general point of the shock-ivave surface Is given by 
e"ev+^(«n c°s n/.+^An sin-njO» and t^jro tangent.vectors there are t^ and t^ 

given by Eqs. (h) and .(£).   Thus'the first Jof iüJqs. :(21) is oqtdvftlen* to the" 
j: two equationsi 

Jsin 0, 0)•• tn - (U.V.TT)- t,; 
(22) 

r 

• x  ~ 

4 ffcon       9 -,9W •+ S^ cos n^ + AJJ sin n*0, 
i o 

4* RESTRICTED 
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(U cos 0,  -Usin 0, 0)•• tx " (U,V,TV) • t^, 

tU cos 0,  -J sin 0,  0) • ta *' (u,v,v) • t^. 

For the other oquations" of Eqs.  (21) TO obsprvo that similarly •    . < 

rx - (U cos 0, -Usin 0,0)« n    and   r„ - (u,v,w) • n,,.   ... . i 

rhcre n is givon by Eq.t (3); for Eq.  (3) mokes.n a unit vector, tor the present ;       j 
ordor of approximation.   1 

TTo n<nj substitute from Ec3. (18) in Ecs.; (22) and (21), and uso the prin- f 
ciplo that, for example, tho valuo of ü whoh I 

6 - 0W + S(*n cos n^+ AJJ sin nfi) } 

11/   Soo   Aerodynamic theory, edited hy .7. P. Durand (Berlin, 1935), j 
rol. 37 PP. 237-^0, for a derivation of tbjwcroquations.. I 
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is 
SS, 

u - u^ + u^. £» (w-n. cös n^ + AJJ sin ne7), 

TiBSfiÖ-* e^, i 

neglecting products of small quantities.   After this substitution, the terms 
that do not vanish 'with Virrfcll "cancel, since the nonyaw solutions u, vy and~~~" 
so forth, satisfy the same boundary conditions (21) •with c = 0.    The .coeffi- 
cients of cos n^ and of sinne7 can then be equated* and 4» obtain 

' *£ •--"<^(u-'»)+ Usinö), •••.••-'•.'   •"•". " 

zn sin 9 • no^v + Ü sin 9), 

&n [.^.v cot'.0'+vr"+.vCLn fi'l * y„..+ fy?jjjs~: " Pi  

vJ^sst y}' + v cot 9 + 2.U cos 9J  + yn .+ }n/,p v - 0, 

f—: Zä^cöt'O > - 1 •'"••) 

together mLth exactly, the' same equations with the small letters (o^, x^, .and 
so forth) replaced by. capitals '-(A^,- X^, and so forth) throughout.    It is, of   c 

course, understood that all quantities here are evaluated'with 9 "9^. 

Thus the capital letters XJJ, Yn, and so forth, oboy exactly the same dif- 
ferential equations as the small letters,, and also- exactly tho same boundary 
conditions — nith.ono oxcoption» 

fhon   9 * 9g,    Xx - 0,    though   yi'-2eü       (3q. 20). 

Bearing this in mind, no shall.-restrict our attention to.tho small lqttors 
exclusively far tho prosontj it -nil! ttioh be easy to dotormino the capitals« 

.To simplify Eos.  (23)rvo usd the properties :givon by 3qs.  (9),  (10), 
(ill), and 05) ofätho nonyaw solutions.   Further, 3inco~ it is oasily seen that 
ü^. + U sin 9W cannot bo zoro, the first of Eqs. (23) can bo used to eliminate 
% from the othors.   Tho rosulting simplifiod equation*; arp  . 

[•n " --V^1 + U sin 0), .'.. 
j nx^ + zn sin 9 - 0,. 

1110,1 9 " Sr»  ^ 2xn cot 9 + yn + 1^5}/f> - 0, . f (21») 
-Xn cot 9 + yR + $^5»- 0,'"T :"\': 

2x, •n (2Jl-..in cot"9) • Jh(5' • U sin 9) - 0. 
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6.    The Bernoulli equation 

Having simplified the boundary conditions, the nesrb step is to simplify   • 
the differential equations. 

Now, in Eq.  (19b), use Eqs.  (19a} and" (I9e) to eliminate yn and t, .    This 
results in ' 

ü'x«    + (u" + ü)Xn + u'xn + ^ ,2. & - dn)-,Q.  - (25) 

But since p"//9»   is constant [by Eq. (11)], it is easy to see that p'/f/>p *px/pZ 

and that   ..»•:. ....,.,.. 
.•—\' .'M* *••*•• * 

Thus Ea. (25) can be written* 

(utx« •+ ü"xn) + (üv.n + u«xn) + fe - 2aJ.j + J^. /Ij* - o. 

Integrating with respect to 9, TO obtain 

*,xn + &n + V£ * 5^Tf+ cn " Ö.'-" '   % '"' " (26). 

whero cn is a constant.    To dotonaine cn, tako 9» 9W.   For this value of 9,_ 

>?n and yn("X») can bo eliminated from Eq.<«6) and thq fourth -of -Äqs.  (2li), 
giving ,•••„•' 

d_       sr 
XjJV + Ü« cot 0) + ^-rrf-+ cn - 0. (27) 

'i '- .        .    ,.. "_-.     '       ,.-•   .:.;•• ''     •'     -    •    "-. '••    ' 

A^tin, $n and. Tjjrcari be 'glimitnatod. (still assuming 9 • 9^) botwoon the 
third and fourth of 3o.3. (2U), on using Eq.  (l?o).   TAo result of this elimi- 
nation can bo simplified by using proportios of tho nonyaw solution, namely, 

* — _ 
\ >D Tit 

' (ijhich follow   from ,äcs.  (?) and (11)].    In this npy uo obtain 

^ cot 0 • (2 (u + S") - Ü» (In p) «J • yn]ü* Ü" *-3« (In >) tj + ^(ln JS) */jt - 0.    (28) 
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^      Finally, » use 3q«.  (10),  (tf), and the last if jsq*. (ft) to eUalna^ 

u\ (3n£>*, •• andyn ,in Eq.  (28),; and. obtain on simplification"-    -------^'    ' 

x„(u + u> cot 9)   + ^—-y^ - 0   *hen   Q '-'0^.'    •        .......   (go) 

Comparison of Eqs. (27) and' (29) now shows^-ör W »&-"<** deduces 

^XA + ^n-+,?n/fr^Tf "P. :. .. ; _        ": OoV 
holding for all values of Q between 9g and 9W.    This equation is analogous to 

the first variation of the Bernoulli equation, from «hich'lt coulä: VÄ&  "' 

•  haw been derived (care being nested/'hoover, since the'present flow is'«^'' 
neither irrotational nor isentropie). 

For future use, we use Eq.  (30) to calculate, ($ft//?)'- .From *q,. (19,),   ' 

'»  '/° '»pi. "z ~ x.' r "• • :" '• ' 'T} • '•' •*" -• ':.••«?•) 

- - 4 (u'x« + ttx   +   dn-   E.Wfa" 
7p 1   n    n  r=Tyj T> ••••— 

from Eq.  (30).    Thus "   ' 1T~'"      ~:-\../ •    .'••"-.•  •. r- 

and therefore 

%fi)* - -ju'x|; + (u». • ujx; *üV^v (**• * uicn;/^::: 

..Fro» the0constancy of P^,,it fonowsthat    '     '  ."     •"• 

further, '-r» ••:'Vl.  ";'    '•'.••'•.:.     .,.....'... 

••'••-•••••   4--Ä^.uüjteÄ' :' .; 
«•LT. . .?£     . .p*.        .   ü»(ü •!?«)* 

fron EQ.  (9).. Hence finally'  '    '"' : "'' '•''•V   '- ;'•'"...••.''•       -" ..- 

^/•^S^[^^*C'*«1Ä'#1,aSj-fr-l)Cffxi*fc)OnÄ,].(32) 
K3STRICTgD 
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7«    Determination of nx+z_sin 9 

On combining Eqs.  (19c) and (30) to eliminates $n, me obtain 

u'z^ sin 9 \(5 sin 9 • ff' cos &)ZR + nfox£ • uxn + ^S-^IJ- 0.    (33) 

Now define 

t^ • nXjj + z^sin 9. 

Then Eo.  (33) can be written in the form 

--• - .--• Wtpr^r^-L^r 

(3k) 

(&y 

an equation Tvhich onr.blcs tn to be determined explicitly in terms of quadra- 
tures.    The usual integrating factor is 

- 1/üW- WJB sin 9, 

by Bq. (10), the constant of integration being irrelevant here.    (It should be 

observed that ü1 is negative.)    Thus, Eq.  (3i>) can be written 

istfW^rw •&r#r7ri - 0. 
'/o sin 9 

Observing that tn = 0 when 9»9W [from Eqs.  (21;)], ne obtain 

ndn  ,; „. / •   pd9 nx„ + ^ sin 9 «• t„ - ~2y V7- WjS sin 9 
-/Tü'V-ü*)» sin 9 

(36) 

(37) 

TiJhon 9 = 9g, the integral here becomes singular, since ü"' vanishes; but 

multiplication by y/- TT restores the continuity as 9-*9g.    Thus Eq. (37) en- 

ables tjj/djj to bo calculated over the ontiro rango from 9^ to 9fl.   As" a cheek 

on the values near 9„, it follows from Eq. (3$) that 
ndn    R» 

"n fia"e 
«hen   9 • 9S. (38) 
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.8.   Determination of x^, and so forth 

In Eq.  (19d)   all the unknown variables can now be expressed in terms of 

Xn and its derivatives.   In fact, 7n
mXn^7 B°»r (19a)j (^n^' has been found 

in Eq.  (32) j and', from Eq.  (3k)t zn" (tn"nxn) w0 ®*  wher<3 tn/dn is a known 
function of Ö [see Bq.  (37)].   After simplification [remomboring that v"u', 

by Eq.   (9)], wo obtain 

xj|ü" • u' Inp + üj + x£ |(ü+ ü")(cot 9+ 2 Inp)- (» - 1)ü'(ln^')2} 

*x^.2 * n*csc2 0)(u + u") + u*«ln^' - (r - 1) u(ln p)*\ 

+ ntn(ü + ü")ssca9 - 0, 

>7horo In p has boon used as an abbreviation far (in fi)x•   . 

To bring this equation to a form more suitablo for computation, we first 
ollminato 5", using Eq.  (10)J this results in 

x£(ü+u'cot 9) + x^|(u+u» cote + TT' In £«)(cot 9+21n^») + (» - 1) u» (In p )*| 

• 3^1(2-1^080» 0)(u+ü»cotO+ü« In p)-u' In p\+ (*- 1)ü(0a p)*\ 

+ nt (u + u» cot 9 + u* In 2») esc2 9 » 0. n • ' * 
Noxt, from Bqs. (10) and (13), (ln^)» oan bo oxprossod in ten» of u 

}(39) 

(390 

and vih 

whore 

(In ?)* - A(u + u» cot 9), (1*0) 

A- 2u*/((7 - iXc8- tP) - (7 * Dff»aj. 

[Horo c2 is givon by Eq. (12).] 

Finally, tho loading coofficiont in Eq.    (39*) cannot vanish, since if 
u+ Ü* cot 9 • 0, tho velocity in tho nonyaw case will bo parallel to its ori- 
ginal direction at some point botwoen tho shock wavo and tho cone, which oan 
bo soon (from tho work of Taylor and Maccoll/ not to occur.   Thus wo may 

divide Sq.    (39') through by ü"+ ü"» cot 9, without Impairing tho rogularity 
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of the coefficientsj and, on using Eq.  (UO) to eliminate (In />) , we then have 

xn + xnicot e + W* * 3u"' 90t 9) + (> + 1)ffi»{5t ü« cot 9)J 

•3^2 - nacsc* 9+ fcu» (1 - n CSc* 0) • (V - 1 )^2ü(ü + ü' cot 9)J      '    (U1) 

+ntn(l + Au»)csc29 - 0. 

From Eq.  (29) and the last of Egs,  (2k), the boundary conditions on a^ 
»öd ^("/n) when *"% are1 [on simplification by means of Eqs.  (1U>) 

TiBien 9-9. 

x_ • -   ^°     P       tan 9 
T»     " T=T^ü' + U sin 9* 

vi  - v    -   2dn     P ' 2U sln 9 - u» 
l*n    ^n     7^TT^"(üt + Usin9)s# 

(U2) 

The only remaining requirement on xJ| is the condition at 98, which [by 
Eqs. (19*), (20), and (20')1 is 

-   fail -0   If njtl, ' 
Uhen9 -98, { -"•       _ •    (1J3) 

Suppose temporarily that n jf 1 ..and that dn jt 0.   Thon, since tn is a 
known multiple of d„ [ by Eq.  (37)1* tho differential equation, Eq.  (U1), to- 
gether with tho boundary conditions at 9W [Eqs.  (U2)] determines x^/dL unique- 
ly.    The additional roquirement, given by Eqs.. (U3), that (^/ö^)1 -0 when 

9»98, can thus in general not be met.   Henco, barring possible exceptional 
values of the parameters 98 and U/ax, dn*0 whenever n ft 1.   From Eqs. (U1). 
and (U2) it now follows that x^- 0 if n j£ 1 j and it roadilyfollows that y , 

*n» $n» ^n» and <*n aro a11 Identically zero if n ^ 1. 

Since the capital letters X^ Y^, Z^ and so forth, satisfy exactly the 
sans equations as r^, yn, *n, and so forth, except that X^-0 when 9-98 even 
when n- 1, tho sano argument shows that   in general   thoy are all eoro — 
oven when n • 1. 

life shall lator roturn to a briof discussion of tho exceptional case, in 
which tho solution of Eqs. (U1) and (I&) automatically satisfios (x^Jg-O. 
Apart from .this, Tie shell always assume this is not tho case, and thus that 

»i» 7i# *i» *f\$ »?i» mi» dx aro tho only unknowns ttoch are rwt zoro. 
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Finally, consider the case n • 1 for the small letters.   Here di ^ 0 
[else xx*0, violating iqs.  (1»3)1.   Equations (U1) and (lj2) thus determine 
Xj/da. uniquely? and Eqs.  (U'3) then determine di as 2eüs/(x1/da)g.   Since 
this is the only occurrence of c in these equations., &x/c is independent 
of €, from -which it easily follows that Xj/e, yi/e, «i/e, and so forth* are. 
all independent of c(to the present order of approximation).    Moreover, xx, 
ylt and so forth, are of tho same order of magnitude as e, as *s forecast 
earlier) thus tho preceding theory applies whenever ea is negligible. Write 

(UU). 

Thus x, y, and so forth, are functions of 9 alone, and « and d are constants 
(for given 0, and U/ai).    The expressions (16) now simplify to 

u • TI + €X cos 4,     p • p • c»f cos V» 

v - v +€y cos 4,     fi • J + cvcos /, f (U5) 

w •« sin jfj 

and« fron Eq* (2), the equation of the shook wave now reduces to 

© • 0_ + to, cos' 4. (1*6) 

.Comparison with Eq. (1) shows that the shock-wavp surfaco is a circular 

cone« of aemlanglo ©w, with a ''yaw11 6 given b£ 

6 -^(-«J. (U7) 

(By the "yaw" of this conical surface is meant tho anglo botween its 
axis of symmetry and tho direction of motion of tho undisturbed flow.)   Fur- 
thermore, the_ piano, of yaw of tho shock wave is tho sago as tho piano of yaw 
of tho cone, as is, of courso, to bo expoctod from symnotry. 

It should bo noted that tho shock-wavo anglo is unchanged from its non- 
yaw value Q^ — always noglocting c? 

Incidentally, tho initial assumptions in the [K.C.] setup have at this 
point been Justified. 
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9'    ~e Problan f»r c^autatipn 

Wo have now^to solve Eos.  (M) %i,ii       J  /',  'v       '       '   ' 
Pressing these equations in ten!  of *t  ' ^ ** "" ^ n" '•   **••  ' 
is to solve        : * *"- °f ** • ***• «(-««A), the prehl^. 

where 

•*--••»l-«..«.«.<t..lWEft ' 

Fry v- ^.«in • (1 • Xu»)esc* o• /   _   ;  ?de l   m 
•0. 

*-'«n/I(»-i)V.f.,.j,.»^.t- : 
c«-u» + jgh _ 

subject to <W 

TBien Ö - 9 . 

and 

X ' " TTT J"*»» e/(ü"'  + U sin 9),' 

C - -3— £• ?usin 9 - St 
' '    (** • U.sin 9)»' 

(Ä>) 

For the actual coanutatim   •«* A - ^ 
static», it is p^blo to *ox* ** nondlipea8lcml quantities,   a» TO valtQ ^  ^ ^ 

*" +Bxx! •B8x*B3cd -.0, 
where (Ä) 

Bx     cot 9 + *{25 + 3-, . 

B»      1 - cot» 9 + Aj-Ü' cot» 9 • (7     lljrY- 

B3 
r9 

T^T "- u'/5" »In 0 0 •M»)ai0.Qi    . gd9_ 

(80 that Bj,, B8, and B3 aro 
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x/cd.    Equation (50 next determines d.    This gives x/c and y/c("x"/c), and 
it is then easy to evaluate the remaining quantities.    Thus ty/p can be found 
from Eq. (30), z/c from Egs.  (3*0 and (37)* and 0 from Eq.  (I9e).   For prac- 
tical purposes* the most important quantities are a and >?s, which respectively 
determine the- direction_of the shock-nave axis and the pressure on the cone. 
From Eqs.  (21*) and (hi), the yaw 6 of the shock wave is given by 

A     p_ tan Off 
*A - « - -V^U sin V " F=T^ (^ + Usin9v)*' (53) 

the subscripts w denoting that the quantities are to be evaluated with 9. • ©w. 

Flhaliy, the value ?s of 7 when e«9s will be, from Eqs. (30), (Hi), and (12), 

*8 " -(ws * J4T PS) " "ÄIVB 
+ 27, (°a - ^1 • (A) 

The solution for the caso 0S <• 15Q, U/a*'' 1.901, is ^ivon. in Table I.    The coef- 
ficients Blf Bv, B3, and the nonyaw quantities ü/c, u'/c* p/Px» fi/fii»**•© a*80 

listed. 

The only difficulty in obtaining the solution is that tho computation of 
Bx, B2, and 83 is rather laborious; fortunately, it turns out that (in the 
present case, at least) great accuracy is not noodsd for B3,   Aooordingly tho 
valuoe of B3 in Table I -tiro moroly approximato. 

It would bo very dosirablo to roplaco Eq. (I»8), with its rathor compli- 
t 

catod coefficients, by a. moro easily computod approximation.   In tho next two 
sections (Sees. 10, 11), we shall consider 

a number   of possible approximations*   Un- 
fortunately none   of thorn seoms to bo both 
roally simplo and safo. 

The values of tho constants 0_, c/ax, 

d, a in tho prosont ease are givon in 
Table H. 

Tablo II.   Values of constants 
(e_-i5°, U/ax-1.901). 

XT 

(dog) 
35.1*3 

c/ax 

2.92Ü O.OO730 

«(-«/c) 

0.377 

4 

i 
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10."   Departure fron isentropy 

For the. values of 9g and U/ax of immediate ballistic interest, the shock 
will be weakj and this implies^ that the flow will be very nearly isentropic. 
Thus one simplifying assumption, which should be applicable, consists in dis- 
regarding the nonuniformity of the entropy.   In this section we shall outline 
the modifications which this simplifying assumption would entail. 

\TB assume, accordinsly, that p/fi* is constant (betwegn the shock wave and 
the cone), not merely for each air particle or .streamline, but universally. 

"•(•fforcr"iris 'flxett;)'" The previous argument showing that all capital letters,  
and all variables with suffixes other .than 1, are all zero (in genexal) will 
be substantially unaffoctodj thus we now consider' only tho small letters with 

• 1   &B  Suffix. 

The first change is that in the equation of stato, Eq.  (17)* tho loft- 
hand side will now bo indopondont of j&, as well as of r and 0.   This amounts 
to roquiring di"0.    Thus Eq.  (19O) roducos to 

VP".- Hift'dz "0, '{$$) 

tho isontropic equation of stato. 

Next, tho shock-navo conditions are modifiod by simply omitting tho "energy*' 
roquLromont [the last, of Eqs. (21)] Ja This amounts to omitting tho tost of 3qs. 

(2k). ' 

In the Bernoulli oquation, Eq.  (26), thoro is nor: no reason why cx should 
bo zero;.thus Eo.,(26) must roplaco Eq. (30).    This produces minor changes.-in 
(^i/^)'  tH*.Ö$fl and inxx+Zi sin 0 [Eq. (37)1.   Finally, it is found that 
the difforentlAl equation, Ee. (1*8) [ar Eq. (52)],is to bo roplaood by 

x" + Bax« '• Bax + As©! - Oj .-..: (56). 

12/   Seo reforonco in footnoto 11. 
13/   On tho hypothesis of isontropy, a modifiod onorgy oquation still 

holdsTout meroly givos information about tho changes of intornal onorgy of 
tho modium. 
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where 

A3- (f - 1) Ä8(ü" + ui cot 9) + (1 + to,* ) csca 0 •\A-u,;5"sin9 dö" 
-uV-S'/äTsin© 

and that the boundary conditions, Eqs.  (50), are to bo replaced hy 

x - -cxtan 6/(u» f U sin©), 
\Thep Ö - 0^, 

x» 
2c^ 

+ 
(7 • QUalnO» (2.-7)5« 

(u« • u sine)3 
(57) 

•The remaining.,boundary condition, Eq.  (50, is unchanged. 

Thus the assumption of isentropy, though it has slightly simplified the 
initial setup, has actually led to* a slightly more complicated final differ- 
ential equation than before. 

It is nevertheless desirable to verify that tho approximation 'of isen- 
tropy, "though hardly a simplifying one, is valid; for this approximation is 
often made in problems of this type in which an exact solution is not feasible, 
and so should bo chocked •whenever possible.    Bosidos, this approximate theory 
is independent of the thormodynamical behavior of tho air at the shock wave 
[•which intorvonos in thö "exact" theory, in tho derivation of tho last of 
Eos. (21)].   Thus if this approximation is shown to bo close, the "exact" 
thoory, yA.11 bo shown to be- relatively umffectod by any deviations from ideal 

gas behavior of tho air at tho shock rave. 

Tho diroct verification of this -would involve solving Eqs. (56), (57)> 
and (51) and comparing tho rosults with tho solution of Eqs. (jLi8), (50), and 
(51).   Thoso two sots of equations rosomblo each othor closoly, so that this 
could bo done vdthout oxcossivo labor. 

However, it is loss laborious, and probably sufficiently convincing, to 
verify moroly that tho ontropy change in the "oxact* thoory is relatively 
small — that is, that di is so small compared with iK^/ji and ^j/p that Eq. 
(19o) is approximtoly ocvdvolont to Eq. (55)*   Sinco 

dvft> *x$. 

• * 

1 
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this amounts to showing that d/ty/p) is small throughout.   Now for the case 

Gs,e 15°, U/aj.- 1.901, \vo liave d" 0.0073 (Table II) and the smallest value of 
Vp is 1«:5U .(.Table I), attained for ©B6S. . Thus d/(>j/p") never exceeds, ... -..'. 

0.0073/1.5U - 6.005 in this case.   Accordingly, one would in fact obtain a 

good approximation in this case by disregarding the variation of the entropy 

(in the flow between the shock wave and the cone). 

For larger values of the Mach number U/ax, the shock becomes stronger 

(unless 0g is decreased), and the variation in the entropy can be expected 

to become larger.    Thus tho assumption of isentropy cannot bo expected to 
give a valid approximation for very fast cones, unless they are very slender* 

11.   Irrotationality and other approximations 

A second simplifying approximation often made in treating this and simi- 

lar problems   is to tako tho flow to be irrotational, so that the velocity 

may be regarded as (appro:d.*aato3y) the gradient of a single scalar function. 

Thus it is of intorost to soo how close tho flow Is to boing Irrotational in 

tho present case. 

Now, if v denotes the velocity vector' (u,v,w) Tie have 

«,«o „m fl „«* Q + 1 *w        1       dv 1      du    dw    w      v . dV _ 1 dul curl v-[? cot 0+PJ3-—JJJJ^JJ,     -g-^^-j---,     ?+3F--wj B 

-i [w cot 9 + ||-esc eg,  csoeg-w,  o] 

_ v 

•  " r sin 3' ^* sln ^ co° ® * z% 9in ^ sin9*78i-a4» "xain 4 " * 8ini* °3 
by Eos.' (!£).• Or 

cw]LI"?-s^ttl'-t'0]' W 

where £«x+ z sin 4m ti/f as before.   Thus curl v is of the sane order as c. 

Moreover, it can be" shown from Eq. (37) that as 9-*©a, t* becomes infinite 

like 1/V© - 0S. • Thus the r-component of curl v becoöee infinite as 0—»98. 

Of course, this does not prove that the. neglect of -eurl • cannot give good 
results; but it does suggest that the assumption of approximate irrotation- 
ality may be risky. ~ • '     "~ ••'•. 
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A rough approximate method, based on the assumptions of isentropy and ir- * 

rotationalAty, but applicable to arbitrary slender bodies of revolution, has j 

been developed by Tsienj^/ and a more refined approximate method, likewise ,' 
15/ •    .' assuming isentropy and irrotationality, has been given by Sauer.-r1    Other j 

*                  simplified approximate treatments have been suggested by H. Lewy, and by .   '      .'i 

Karush and Critchfield.^   The latter suggest treating p and I, as constant. ! 
From Table I, f and £ do not vary much {f byJk percent and £ by 19 percent) I 

in the case which has been computed) however, as in [ICC], rough a priori y j 

estimatos fail to justify taking oven^S"" constant, j 

In all these cases the validity of the approximations could bo decided ! 

only by comparing the actual numerical results,   i. comparison will be mado * 

with tho theory of Tsion, which certainly loads to tho simplest formula©, in j 

.     Sec. 13. * 

There is one slight simplification which can safely be made in Eqs. (1(8) 
[or Eq. (52)] and (50), for the values of 0S and u/ax of immediate ballistic 
interest. The results of Taylor and Maccoll show thai the variation of p (as 

>y a function of 0) is not very large, being at most 20 percent, in the range of 

immediate ballistic interest. Since p$T> is constant, p//? ' • constant^» * .» \ 
since f is taken to be 1.U05, and will vary by at most 2 percent. One oan 
therefore safely .replace the. quantity p^T3'a, in the integral in the constant 

term of Eq. (US), by P*^^8 Mow write 

K-y^T^. (59) 

Then Eq. (1(8) [or Eq» (52)] may be replaced by 

xM + Bxx»•+ Bgx"+ C3cK - 0, (60) 

lli/ Tsien, "Supersonic flow over an inclined body of revolution," Journal 
of Aeronautical Sciences (1938), pp. 1(80-4(83. Seo also v. KarmSn and Moore, 
"Resistance of slender bodies moving with supersonic velocities, with special 

• reference to projectiles," Trans. Amer. Soc, I lech. 5ng. 1932 (vol. 56). 

1j>/ R. Sauo.r,..Luftfahrtforsohw»g, vol. 19, pp. 11(8-152. 
16/ [K.C.], p. 15. 
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where 

•fW) 
9 

Bin9-  (1 +Att')osc29/      .  -tv3/* 

(-£)   «" 
and the boundary conditions, Eqs. (£0), become 

x - -K tan 9/(u» + Ü sin 9), 

::» «= yZLf (2U sin 9 - u« )/(ü» + ü sin 9)f 
Tuben 9 - 9W, (61) 

The remaining boundary condition, Eq.  (S>1), is left unchanged.   One can then 

solve   Eos. (60) and (61) for x/fcc, and determine K from.Eg. ($1).   However, 
the slight gain in simplicity thus achieved may perhaps not be north the 
slight loss of accuracy. 

12.   The .shock nave for conical-headed projectiles 

The preceding theory is concerned Tdth an idealised projectile consist-.' 

ing of an infinito cono moving with constant speed and yaw.   Now up consider 

instead an.actual projectile having a conical head.   Its speed will be chang- 

ing slowly, and its yatr (in the initial part of the trajoctory) vdll change 

considerably, though this change is still slow when comparod tdth the speed 

of the projectilo if the projoctilo is stable.   Dospito'tho differences, the 

flows in tho two casos can be oxpocted to bo very nearly the same in the 

neighborhood of tho conical hoad, provided that thoy aro locally supersonic. 

(Tüthout this proviso, the offocts of the finitonoss of tho cono may bo prop- 

agated upstream, thus modifying tho flow near .the head.)   And this expecta- 

tion is strengthened« by tho good agroomont with experiment of tho Taylar- 
Uaccoll nonyaw thoory. 

Thus, for an actual, fairly stable conical-hocdod projoctilo moving with 

a small yaw «, and at a.lfcch numbor of rathor moro than 1,12r tho shock-rovo 

surface should bo a circular cono, having tho samo soraiGnslo 9^. as if there 

T»ro no yaw, but yarrod at an r.nglc S, proportional to e, jivon by Eq. ($3). 

]2/  Sco Taylor and Ifcccoll (rof. 1) for dptails.   For ©8"l5°, tho 
Ifctch numbor' should bo groator than 1.2« 

c • 
i 
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This provides an oxporimontal chock on tho thoory.    By moans of spark photog- 

raphy, "shadowgraphs" can be obtained which give in effect the projections of 

^>he conical head and the shock-wave cone on the plane of the photographic, 

plate.   Let X be the an^le between the plane of yaw (which is, of course, the 

sane for the conical head and the shock-wave cone) and the plane of the photo- 

graphic plate.    Assume that the trajectory is^parallel to tho photographic 

plate (ishich is actually very nearly the. case), and lot 6^ and 8!* denote the 

"apparent" values of 9   and ©   (that is, 9* donotos half the angle botweon tho 

two lines -nhich form the projoction of the shock-nave cone on tho photographic 

plate, and similarly for 9*). 

Similarly lot e*, 6*, donoto tho "apparont" yaws — tho yaws of tho pro- 

jocted images of tho. conical hoad and the shock-ratvo cono. A simple calcula- 

tion now shows that, noglocting c8, 

«S " es> 
e* - o. w 

e* 

6* 

e cos X, 

i cos X. 

(62) 

Values of 0g, 6*, 6*, and e* derived by moasuroments of such photographs 

havo boon obtainod by the Ballistic Resoarch Laboratory of tho Abordoon Prov- 

ing Ground j and 6* has icon plotted against s* in ?ig. 3.   Since 6*/c*" 6/c, 

which can bo calculatod from Eq.  (53)» thoso valuos provido a tost for the 

thoory.   Tho thoorctical lino on which tho obsorvod points should Ho has boon 

drawn in Fig. 3 for comparison. 

In making this comparison, it should be obsorvod that tho thoorotioal 

values havo all boon computed for 9g- 1I>0, U/ax" 1.901, whoroas in tho photo- 

graphic data 9g a 15° and U/ax varies botweon porhaps 1.9 and 2.1. 

A second tost for tho thoory is tho constancy of 9 s the obsorvod valuos 

of 9^ should bo constant.   Hero tho comparison is hardor to apply, partly be- 

cause ©w is rather sensitive to variations in ifcch numbor U/ax in tho relevant 

rango, and partly bocauso of optical complications.   But it can bo said that 
within experimental orrcr 9* is constant. 
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,    .> 

On the whole, it is felt that the agreement of the theory with these ob- 
servations is satisfactory."   A more thorough comparison of theory and observa- 

tion has been undertaken by I. E. Segal of the Ballistic.Research Laboratory at 

Aberdeen Proving Ground, and may be the subject of a report from the Ballistic 
Research Laboratory. 

13.    The pressure on a conical-headed projectile. 

The forces on the conical head of the projectile are expressed in terms 

of r{s just as in [K.C.Jj the only difforonce will bo that hore tfs is deter- 

mined difforontly.   As in [K.C.], tho pressure at tho point (r,©s + ecos **, ]i) 
of-tho~.conical head is • 

P " Pg  + Fs€ COS 4 +  7afc  OS i, 

from Eq.  Qi$).    Sinco QWQ [from Ses.  (9) and (Tli)l, this reduces to 

P " P8 * »a« ooa i* 

or, neglecting c8, to 

P ' Ps + V cos V» (63) 

where «1 is tho azimuthal anglo measured from tho piano of yaw around the axis 

of tho cone.    (Soo Fig« 2-) 

Exactly as in [K.C.], tho normal forco IL on tho hoad, and tho distanco 

hj, from tho vortox to the cohtor of head pros3uro, follow readily by integra- 
tion,   life obtain 

and 

hui**i*      <*> 

hH-|<socaes.    (65) 

whore D is tho diameter of tho 

baso of tho cone, and t is tho 

porpondicular distanco from tho 
vortex to tho baso (so that 

D/2' -tanOa).    (Too   Fig.   k)- 

Fig. U.   Idealized conical-headed 
projectile. 
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Thon tho normal forco coofficiont contributod by tho hoad of tho projoc'tilo, 

say K--J, is dofinod by 

KiJII * ^/p^ifatn «, (66) 

so that 

h l;r„  x d -foab©,.g|«^*^(e«-58)|/^ (67) 

on using Eqs.  ($h) and (12). 

For completeness, it should bo mantioncd that the only ronr.ining cotapo- 

nont of tho resultant pressure on the hoad of tho projoctilo is tho component 

along tho axis of tho projectile, usually called tho axial drag.    This is 

roadily found to h-.vo the valuo irtp_D2 (söopagö 17 of tho report by Karush 

and Critchfiold citod in footnote 9), the samo as its nonyajr value .—.as 

could have boon predicted from symmotry, sinco ef .is here nogloctod. 

.  It- is interesting to comparo Eqs.  (65) and (67) rdth the rosults of 

Tsioh's theory.—'. Tliis thoory makos approximations Yjhi.ch arc crudo in some 

•nays (for instanco, it involves disrogarding tho oiistonco of the "Shock vjavo), 

but should bo valid in tho limit as öj—»Ö.   In thd prosont notation, Tslon 

obtains for tho forco*: on tho conical hoad, 

hj, -2//3 

and , 

(68) 

Hm 
w       <yßr:rT 

uhcro" 

fc co&rH +4V^T' 

cot ee 

(69) 

TtiuB Eq, (68)agroos v.dth ::r". (65) in tho limit as 9a 

of tho prosont thoory with Tsion's, for tho caso 9 " 1$°, U/aj.-1.901, is 

»0.    Tho comparison 

<, 
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Table HI.    Comparison with Tsien's 
theory (9g = 1£°, U/a x - 1.901). 

shown in Table III. The agreement 
is probably close enough to confirm 
the usefulness of Tsien's theory 
as a.convenient working approxima- 
tion. 

Finally,    the  foregoing   re- 
sults can  be used to give a rough  
oualitative estimate of the (total) 
normal force coefficient 1L,, and of the distance h from the vertex of the cone 
to the center of (total) pressure.   For this purpose, the projectile is taken 
to have a cylindrical body of length L.    (See Fig. U»)   The pressure on the 
base of the projectile can be taken to be approximately zero.    The perturba- 
tion in the prossuro, p- p, will be assumed,, for a rough estimate, to vary 
linearly along tho length of the cylindrical body.    (The effect of the shock 
wave emanating from tho driving band of tho projoctilo will bo disregarded.) 
Tho contribution to tho normal force made by tho cylindrical body of tho pro- 
jectile is then oasily found to bo incfoDL, acting at a point at a distance 
l+|L from, tho vortox.   This would give, for the (total) normal foroe coef- 
ficient K~, 

h**m(* +?) ; (70) 

and for the distance h from the vertex to the center of (total) pressure 

h*=|(2< +L) + Ü*/6(i  *L). 
• 3 (71) 

If the over-all length of the projectile is greater than, say, 3 calibers — 
that is, if / + L > 3D — which is usually the case in practice, formula (71) 
will not differ significantly from the simpler formula 

h = f(2l*L). (72) 

It should be* possible to check these values, and to obtain mere exact 
estimates for IL, and h, on the basis of wind-tunnel observations which are 
expected to be available eventually.   Ifeanwhile the rough estimate for h has 
been compared with the values found experimentally for certain conical-headed 
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3.3-in. shells, given in a report by H. P. Hitchcock, "Stability factors of 

projectiles,1'. Aberdeen. Proving Ground Ballistic Ifesea'rch Laboratory Report 

30 (revised 19UÖ).«   This report lists nine such shell types, for three of 

which the e^rJÄeni^^deteriiiination is uncertain.    The comparison between 
formula (71). |ui4..the. .9Xpe.rioenfcal. values -far the remaining six types is given 

in Table IV.    The probable error is 0.15 caliber, nhich is not unreasonable 

Table IV.    Comparison of estimated and experimental values of.h, for 3.3-jn- 
:: -.—r.-r conical-pleaded shells.. 

(h" distance from vertex of cone to cantor of pressure;   all .. 
distances measured' in calibers.) '  ' '   ' 

Shell Typo ::•    e     -. ... .L. Exporimental h Sstimtted h Disoröpancy 

111 3.26 
:2.lS 2.68 3.03 +0.35 

112 3.26 2.19 3.05 3.03 - .02 

123 3.56 2.19 3.30 J! . 3-23 - .07 

125 '3.26 UU9 3.10 2.71" .;'•'• - .39 

168 2.58 1.76 2.25 2.31' '.+ .06 

16? 2.9U 1.76 2.72 . ,2.59   - .13 
(. 

in view of experimental orrxs and the roughness of the estimate leading to 

formula (71). It should be. noted that all but'the last, tiro sholl types had 

varying amounts of biattr.il, the. effect of which is apparently considerable, 

though it has of courso boon disregarded in making tho ostimcte. 
'. '• ••  •*.: ... 

11*. uniqueness 

So far/ it has boon Aasumod that-the values: <of 9S and \sfai are gbnoral : 

enough for Eqs. (1|1), ()i2), and (1*3) to determine XJ/F uniquely (and thus tb; 

prove XJJ-Q if n *£ 1).   To analyse the matter a Jifctle. further, we begin by 

rewriting these equations in a form which clarifies their dependence on n. 

»b observe that, from 3q. (37)» one can write 

^-ndnTC«), (71,) 
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whero T(0) is a known function of 6, independent of n. Thus, assuming tempo- 

rarily djj ^ 0 (since otherwise ^-0), and writing «J'Xjj/dn» Eq. (ill) can be 

written [compare 3qs. (Ij8) and (52)] 

q« + axqi + C2q - n
2(1 + Au«)[Q - T(9jese« 0, 

where Bx and Ca are lilcewise known functions of 9, independent of h. 
0*2) gives 

1     ^ 
tan' 0_ 

^w "w * U sin V 

r2 - 1^w (% + U.siaCy* 

.(75) 

Equation 

(76) 

And Eq. (1J3) gives, if n 4 1, 

0. (77) 

The crucial requirement is now that for no value of n are Eqs. (75), (76), 
and (77) consistent.   For if they are consistent.for n" 1, then x* m 0 [from 
Eq. (77)3, in contradiction to Eqs. (k3)> thus tho present solution would be 
impossible.   And if thoy aro consistent for n"0 or 2,3,..., the present solu- 
tion would no longer bo unique, as c^ (and similarly 1^) would be arbitrary. 
To determine the actual motion, it would be nocoesary to take the terms of 
order ca (so far noglocted) into account.   

Consider tho more gonoral equation 

q» + J^q» + C3q - v(1 + AlF)[q - T(0)]csca G, (78) 

obtained from Eq.  (75) by roplacing ns by a paranotor V capable of taking all 
values.     For each valuo of V, Eqs. (78) and (76) dotormine q uniquely (0a and 
uAx being supposod fixed).   It is known that in general the function q thus 
determined will not satisfy Eq. (77)} but that thoro may bo a sequenco V^V^.., 
of valuos of v, tho "oigonvaluos," for which 2q, (77) is a consequence of 
E«s. (78) and (76).—'    Tho ouestion can thus bo rownrdod» can an eigenvalue 

18/  SquatLons (78), (76), and (77) are not in tho classical form for an 
eigenvalue, problora, but can bo roduced to substantially this form by replac- 
ing q by Xjj/dn and oliraimting ^ by differentiating 3q, (78), and by combin- 
ing Eqs.  (76).   This results in a homogenous third-ardor linoar differential 
equation with homogonoous linear boundary conditions, which   in gonoral   will 
have no solution othor than soro. 
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of Eqs.  (78), (76), and (77) bo (Per 's'omo'"particular valuos of Qg. and U/ai) 

the square of an intogor? 

If 1 is an eigenvalue, the present.solution is impossiblej this would, 

of course, be detected automatically nhen the solution is calculated, as dx 

could not be determined. > 

If any of- 0,U,9, >•-, say ha, is an eigenvalue, then c^ can be taken 

arbitrarily; and so can Dn, since identical equations hold for the capital 

letters.    Thus arbitrary multiples of the solution of Sqs.  (U1), and (U2) for 

xn, and of the analogous .equations for Xn, can be introduced into the formula 

for u, so that [from Eqs.  (18)] r.Sq.  (U$) must bo replaced by 

."'''•'  -''•''  '    '      u "ru.t. ::x-coa fi* (xicos nfi + 'X_ sin nfi); 

and similar, considerations apply to V, w,.and so forth,.   ITo shall describe 

this situation .briefly by saying that an n-th harmonic, in arbitrary magni- 

tude and phase, can bo superposed onto the motion*,- As alrgady remarked, 

vthis does not moan that the actual motion is indeterminate, for the terms 

comparable withe2 have been noglectod.   Analogy with knqnn. situations <ef 

this kind-^ suggests tJir.t if the noglectod torms aro taken into account one '* 

of two things may hr.ppon:  )ithor too »-th harmonic • cannot after all occur, 

or it may occur (to a dotörminr.to oxtont) irtien U/ttx-and ©B are-merely close 

to the' valuos for >hiotrna is ah oigonvaluo.   It may bo rorr.rkod that the pos- 

sibility of an n-^th harmonic arisos equally fee the nonyatiing case; for tho 

n-th harmonic nould bo independent of «, and so would provide a consistent 

solution even mhon c • 0 (still noglocting, howovor* products of small quan- 

tities). 

It.vjould soom to be very laborious to computo tho eigonvaluos of Sqs«' 

(78)» (    )» ^nd (76) in toras of U/ax and 9S, an$ thonco to dotormino thoo- 
rotically for T*iat vcluos of U/ox and ©s, if any, an n-th harmonic might 

occur.    One could tost tdiothor tho first fow valuos of n* cro eigenvalues, 

for oach pair of values of V/cx and ©s tabulated, unins, for racmplo, an 

fhys 
19/   Sop for oxanploj ij'ranl: and von IfLsos, Oifforontialgloichungon dor 

iF(1930), vol. 1, pp. U66,l»67. 
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I.B.M. machine; but oven this, though practicable, would hardly ba north the 

trouble. 

Vfo now outline tho modifications nahich an n-th harmonic (if it occurs) 

would produoo on the shape of the shock wave, and on tho resultant pressure 

on the donioal head of the projectile.    It is assumed that the present solu- 

tion is possible', thus n^l, 

(a) Effoct on tho shock wave. -7 Tho n-th harmonic (if it occurs) would 

introduce nonzoro .torms «^ cos njrf + Aj^ sin nfi in the oquation of tho shock-wavo 

surface, Eq.   (U6), thus superposing (if n ^ 0 — that is, if n S 2) n undula- 

tions on its shapo.   TEth an n-th harmonic present, the flair need no longer 

be symmotric about tho piano of yaw.    The case neOis especially interest- 

ing:.if a 0-th harmonic is prosont, <^j becomes arbitrary) thus tho shock-nave 

cono, though romaininc circular, might havo somianglc diffcront from 9W. 

Tho yaw-ratio 6/c is unaltorod by tho occurronco of n-th harmonics j but 

its experimental dotorndnation would bo complicated by tho fact that such a 

harmonic might obscuro tho truo "moan position" of tho shock-wave rfsono, from 

which 6 must mx: bo moasurod. 

A further ..complication is introducod by tho possibility that tho n-th 
harmonic might, if prosont, occur in slowly varying.nasnitudo and phaso. 

(Rapid variation is o::cludod from tho prosont sotup, as tho motion is assumed 

approximately stoady.)    Thus tho "apparont" value G£ of tho shock-wavo anglo, 

as shown by spark photographs, might oscillate   It is intorosting that raulti- 

plo spark photographs (in which sovorol llshadowgraph,, photographs of a moving 

projoctilo aro ta!aan in vory rapid succession) havo shown that this phenomenon 

may occasionally occur In practice, though of courso it does not follow that a 

varying n-th lr.rmonic is the actual explanation.    (Oscillations in fl£ may wall 

be produced by variations in the yaw and orientation of the projectile, and in 

its distance from the photographic plate.)   The occurrence of a harmonic could 

be checked more reliably by taking a number of spark photographs simultane- 

ously, from several angles. 

(b) Effect on the pressure. — The effect on the pressure of an n-th 

harmonic would be to odd on terms vn cos n^ *nn sin n*7  (where n«<1) to the 
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expression.for p [3q.  (Ii5>)].    However, the resultant normal force on the coni- 
cal head would, be unaffectedj this follows easily by integrating the appro- 
priate components of the extra terms over the conical surfaoe and observing 
that 

fan   . pan 
'•'v" '" •••.'./•:    c?s nw cosw'dv " 0 • /   . sin nv cosvdw.   ' 

.,-.  Jo Jo      '•--•'--..'..:..•.• 
Similarly» the center of pressure would be unaltered. .-.The same, is' true of 
the-drag, if n £ 0; this follows from ..the facts that ' 

••••.-.. ..-.,.. fair ' v    .. tzn . ""•'' .••.;.-    ^ "   <-;-;' ••••- 
'•''/•" 'COSIUKIV" 0 "  /.     sinnydt»».  . 

"-' Jo... . . '• Jo.    :   , . -.._.., 
However, if n"0 the nonyaw pressure p_ woujd in effect be replaced by  . 

'••' ».' •     • , - 

Ps + (7i0)s» resulting in^ a small change in the drag. 

To sum up: it seems to be difficult to. determine mathematically whether 
the equations of Sec. 6 can actually fail to determine xn uniquely for some 
combinations of U/ax and-9g.    If they fail to dotormine xx, the present solu- 
tion becomes impossible.    But if xx is determined (which is automatically, 
chocked when the solution is computed according to Soc. 9), tho resultant nor- * 
mal force on the cone, and tho contor of pressure, are. aivon uniquely by the ' * 
oquations in Soc. 13*   If x_ is indotoxminate (n ji 1), an nrth harmonic in 
arbitrary magnitudo and phase may be superposed on tho motion, as far as the 
.present "first-ordor porturbation.thoory" (which noglocts products of small 
quantities) is ooncornod; howovor, tho actual determination.of the motion 
would dopend on tho oonsidoration of tho "socond-ordor1* torms.   The occur- 
ronco of suoh a harmonic .would affect tho shape of tho shock wave, and so 
would bo dotoctablo (in principle, at loost) by simultaneous spark photo- 
graphs 1 but it would not influonco tho resultant forcos on tho oonioal-hoadod 
projectile, oxoept possibly far a smell ohango in tho- drag if n • 0. 
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